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Abstract

International Human Rights Courts (IHRCts), such as the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR), have come under increasing criticism as being incompatible with domestic judicial and legislative mechanisms for upholding rights. These domestic instruments are said to possess greater democratic legitimacy than international instruments do or could do. Within the UK this critique has led some prominent judges and politicians to propose withdrawing from the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR). Legal cosmopolitans respond by denying the validity of this democratic critique. By contrast this article argues that such criticisms are defensible from a political constitutionalist perspective but that International Human Rights Conventions (IHRCs) can nevertheless be understood in ways that meet them. To do so, IHRC must be conceived as legislated for and controlled by an international association of democratic states, which authorizes IHRCts and holds them accountable, limiting them to ‘weak review’. The resulting model of IHRC is that of a ‘two level’ political constitution. The ECHR is shown to largely accord with this model, which is argued to be both more plausible and desirable than a legal cosmopolitan model that sidelines democracy and advocates ‘strong’ review.
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1 Introduction: The Democratic Legitimacy of International Human Rights Conventions

A prime purpose of International Human Rights Conventions (IHRCs) is to encourage the signatory states to comply with a certain set of human rights standards. The International Human Rights Courts (IHRCts) often charged with upholding these conventions, such as the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR), increasingly claim the authority to oblige states to alter legislation in areas that have hitherto been regarded as exclusively domestic, such as the punishment of prisoners, membership of the armed forces, the nature of marriage, or the treatment of children by parents and schools, often overturning the judgments of domestic legislatures and constitutional courts in the process. Such decisions have been welcomed as enhancing both rights and, in a broader sense, democracy, in that they seek to advance equal concern and respect for the individuals and groups involved. Yet, they have also attracted growing criticism from a substantial number of legal and political actors, such as judges, politicians, and academics, from within established democracies. These critics argue that IHRCts, such as the ECtHR, are not only less democratically legitimate than domestic legislative and judicial mechanisms for the promotion and protection of rights but also risk undermining these domestic instruments.

The objections to IHRCts voiced by these critics are normative rather than strictly legal. After all, all well functioning democracies have signed up to at least some IHRC, thereby incurring the resulting legal obligations. The issue is whether they should have done so, or – in the case of those who claim that the circumstances that made it reasonable to do so in the past no longer obtain – should continue to remain parties to them. Four related democratic concerns underlie their criticisms. The first criticism arises from the concern that these arrangements undermine domestic democracy because they involve citizens being subject to an authority that is not exclusively accountable to them. Call this the ‘exclusive democratic control’ objection. The second holds that these international arrangements suffer from a democratic deficit and are largely controlled by unaccountable elites. As a result, there is an absence of on-going democratic control. This forms the ‘global democratic deficit’ objection. The third argues that the transfer of powers from the state to such bodies tends to lack appropriate democratic authorization in the first place, and that executives have abused their powers in using a treaty to alter the competences of domestic constitutional structures and the related democratic and legal processes. This comprises the ‘constitutional transfer’ objection. Finally, the fourth contends that IHRCs can add to the discretionary power of the judiciary. Two worries are involved here. On the one hand, it is felt that the terms


of IHRCs are so vague and abstract that both domestic judges and IHRCts can more or less choose when and in what ways to apply them to particular cases in potentially arbitrary ways. On the other hand, domestic judges may become inappropriately bound by IHRCt rulings made with regard to another jurisdiction that involves quite different circumstances. These concerns constitute the ‘judicial discretion’ objection.

These objections are not new. Andrew Moravcsik has shown how they figured prominently among the established European democracies at the time of the drafting of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), making their initial support ambivalent at best. Yet, far from disappearing or diminishing in significance as the influence of such bodies has grown, they continue to attract considerable and ever more vocal support. With different emphases, the four objections have been aired both in countries with a tradition of ‘legal’ constitutionalism, such as the United States and Germany, and in those that have a ‘political’ constitutionalist tradition, such as the UK, many Commonwealth states, and the Nordic countries. Both versions of these criticisms serve to unsettle any easy assumption on the part of legal cosmopolitans that an adherence to constitutional democracy and human rights ought to translate automatically into enthusiasm for international human rights law.

Legal constitutionalists regard the political system as being established through and constrained by a judicially protected legal constitution that operates as a ‘higher’ law, above the ordinary legislation issuing from the democratic process. In such systems, ordinary legislation can be disapplied by ‘strong’, rights-based, judicial review on the part of a constitutional court. By contrast, political constitutionalists contend that the very democratic mechanisms through which the people authorize their political and legal representatives and hold them to account comprise the constitution of a polity. They prioritize a parliamentary model of rights review and a ‘weak’ form of rights-based judicial review, in which a declaration of incompatibility by the appropriate court is either advisory or can be overridden or put to one side by the legislature.

Legal constitutionalists may seem more surprising critics of IHRCs than political constitutionalists. They might be expected to be natural supporters of a cosmopolitan legal constitutionalist framework potentially encompassing all democratic regimes. Yet, those legal constitutionalists who raise the four objections do so for reasons they share with political constitutionalists, albeit in a more moderate form: namely, that
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6 E.g., see the analysis of recent criticisms of such bodies in Nordic countries in Follesdal and Wind, ‘Nordic Reluctance towards Judicial Review under Siege’, 27.2, Special Issue, Nordic J Hmn Rts (2009) 131.
9 For an example of this assumption on the part of a prominent legal constitutionalist see Dworkin, ‘A New Philosophy for International Law’, 41 Phil & Pub Aff (2013) 2.
domestic constitutions and the courts that uphold them enjoy a higher degree of democratic authorization and accountability than international arrangements currently do and possibly ever could do. According to this line of argument, national legal constitutions articulate the sovereign will of the people as a whole, which national courts are duty bound to uphold, tending to follow sustained national popular opinion as a result.\(^\text{10}\) Political constitutionalists simply hold a more radical version of this thesis, for they regard the normal processes of democratic authorization and accountability as the means whereby a people both constitutes itself and imposes a constitutional check on the way it is ruled and rules itself.\(^\text{11}\) Underlying both positions is the belief that no objective epistemology can ground the ontological determinations by courts regarding even basic human rights. \(^\text{12}\) The legitimacy of such judgments, therefore, must rest on their concurrence with the democratically established views of those to whom they are to apply, be it through their consistency with a popularly endorsed constitution, duly enacted legislation, or some mixture of the two.

This article deals predominantly with the political constitutionalist version of the four objections, referring to parallel legal constitutionalist arguments only occasionally. Political constitutionalism articulates the democratic concerns underlying the objections to IHRCs and IHRCt's in their starkest form. If these instruments can be reconciled with political constitutionalism, they can also be rendered consistent with the legal constitutionalist versions of these same criticisms. Those making the four objections from a broadly political constitutionalist perspective, such as the current UK Home Secretary, Theresa May, tend to assume they render international instruments such as the ECHR incompatible with domestic constitutional and democratic arrangements, and advocate withdrawal from them as a result.\(^\text{13}\) Their critics have tended to accept this assumption and consequently question the coherence and validity of the objections on legal cosmopolitan grounds.\(^\text{14}\) What follows challenges both these positions. I shall argue that political constitutionalism provides a coherent account of the four objections yet need not lead to negative conclusions regarding IHRCs. Rather, an account of their rationale and operation can be given that not only satisfies the four objections but also largely accords with the nature of the ECHR.

Beyond the parochial significance of such a demonstration within the British debate, this exercise yields a different understanding of the character of IHRCs from that associated with legal cosmopolitans. They assume IHRCs must involve a form of legal constitutionalism in which strong rights-based judicial review by an IHRCt provides a justified and necessary constraint on both popular and state sovereignty.\(^\text{15}\)

10 E.g., the account of the US constitution in B. Ackerman, We the People: Foundations (1991).
11 See J. Waldron, Law and Disagreement (1999), and Bellamy, supra note 4.
12 E.g., Waldron, supra note 11, at ch. 8.
15 E.g., Pogge, World Poverty and Human Rights (2008), at 53 and 177; A. Buchanan, Justice, Legitimacy and Self-Determination (2003).
As we shall see, though, not only are some versions of legal constitutionalism incompatible with such a legal cosmopolitanism, but also IHRCs can be conceived in quite different terms as products of popular and state sovereignty that are necessarily and justifiably under the joint and equal control of sovereign democratic peoples as part of an international political constitution. Indeed, I shall argue that in the absence of a global demos and democratic system, which even if possible prove normatively problematic, such an international political constitution may be the only way to render both legal and political constitutionalism at the domestic level consistent with IHRCs and IHRCts.

The argument proceeds in five steps. Step one briefly outlines the political constitutionalist position, and shows how it provides a constitutional rationale for the ‘exclusive democratic control’ and ‘judicial discretion’ objections and yet is compatible at the domestic level with a legislative bill of rights and weak judicial review by an independent judiciary operating within politically dependent courts. To meet these two objections, therefore, an IHRC and associated IHRCt must possess similar qualities to their respective domestic counterparts and be likewise under the democratic control of those subject to them, either directly or via their elected representatives. To achieve this result, it appears necessary to respond to the ‘global democratic deficit’ and ‘constitutional transfer’ objections as well. Step two explores whether a popularly endorsed global democratic system could meet all four objections, and argues that while theoretically it could do so it has practical and normative shortcomings. Step three offers an alternative route. It starts by suggesting why political constitutionalists might regard IHRCs and IHRCts as necessary to preserve rather than undermine exclusive democratic control in an interconnected world. I then show how all four objections could be met via an IHRC and IHRCt that are embedded within an international association of democratic states and under their equal on-going democratic control. Step four shows how such a system largely accords with the ECHR. Step five concludes by suggesting a political constitutionalist approach to IHRCs involving weak review by IHRCts has few disadvantages and many advantages with regard to rights protection compared with a cosmopolitan legal constitutionalist position incorporating strong review.

2 Political Constitutionalism: Democracy, Human Rights and Weak Judicial Review

Political constitutionalism began as a descriptive account of the Westminster model of democracy and its relationship to public law, but has recently been generalized by normative legal and political theorists to offer a democratic theory of constitutionalism. I will not defend political constitutionalism here. Rather, the aim is to show...
how – *pace* the criticism of legal cosmopolitans – a coherent rationale for the ‘exclusive democratic control’ and ‘judicial discretion’ objections can be provided from this perspective. Nevertheless, that does not mean political constitutionalism is opposed to rights-based judicial review in any form. It proves compatible with a legislative bill of rights that is upheld by a democratically dependent court. The challenge, explored in subsequent sections, is to see if IHRCs and IHRCts respectively can possess analogous qualities.

**A Political Constitutionalism**

Political constitutionalists contend that a democratic political system, involving regular elections for the legislature and executive between competing parties on the basis of one person, one vote and majority rule, offers the most legitimate and effective mechanism for constraining governments so they rule in the interests of the governed, including by ensuring they protect and promote rights. Two arguments underlie this claim. First, that rights are matters of reasonable disagreement and, secondly, that the most appropriate way to show citizens equal respect and concern in resolving these disagreements is via a democratic system that treats their different views and interests impartially and equitably by giving them an equal influence in any collective decision, including those concerning rights. I shall outline both these arguments and then explore their implications for the standard legal mechanisms for rights protection via a judicially protected bill of rights. As we shall see, the political constitutionalist insists that these mechanisms must lie within rather than outside the normal democratic system. The challenge with regard to IHRCs and IHRCts is whether that is possible at the international level.

According to the first argument, rights are matters of what John Rawls termed ‘reasonable disagreement’ because, contrary to his own belief, they are subject to the various limitations of practical reasoning he associated with ‘the fact of pluralism’. Such factors as people’s different life experiences, the vagueness of general concepts of rights, the diverse conceptions of them to which different theories give rise, the variety of normative considerations by which we might weigh rights against competing rights claims or other moral considerations, or the difficulties that often attend the application of our theories and conceptions of rights to concrete cases can all lead to reasoned and conscientious judgments about rights to diverge. Acknowledging such divergence need not imply either scepticism about rights or relativism. Merely, that even such broadly supported basic rights as those that appear in IHRCs can be subject to reasonable disagreement with regard to the nature of their justification, the policies that might best uphold them, and their relationship to other rights and values – both in general and in the circumstances of a particular case. After all, these same factors regularly lead the members of both domestic and international courts to diverge in their opinions over the status of a given right and the reasons and ways it may or may not be judged to have been infringed.

---

19 See Waldron, *supra* note 8.

The second argument enters here. When courts divide in their opinions they reach agreement on the basis of majority rule. Political constitutionalists argue that to the extent that these judicial disagreements reflect differences of opinion among the population as a whole, their resolution should ultimately rest with legislatures that are elected and decide themselves on the basis of majority rule. The complexity and openness of modern societies render even the most conscientious and professional politician, official, or judge cognitively partial and fallible in their judgments, inevitably favouring positions that reflect their own experience and preferences. Given this context of biased and possibly mistaken disagreement, democracy offers an impartial mechanism for citizens to protect and promote their interests in an equitable manner.\footnote{21} The democratic process promotes equal respect of our different views of rights by giving each person a vote on the issue and employing a fair procedure, majority rule, which is neutral between them, to decide which view should prevail. This process also promotes equality of concern. Voting takes place in the context of an election between competing parties, allowing policies to be contested and rulers to be held to account for their failures—including a failure to uphold rights. Within pluralist societies, majorities have to be constructed by building a coalition of minorities. If social divisions are cross-cutting, then most minorities will have sufficient electoral clout to ensure that their views are not ignored altogether. Not being ignored, though, is different from getting your own way. Parties win elections by proposing a programme of government with wide appeal to different minorities. Such programmes bring together people’s views on a variety of rights, weighing them according to the relative importance they have for each citizen so as to settle on a collective view of the balance of rights within the community as a whole. When electoral competition occurs within one dimension, such as left-right, as is the case within most mature democracies, parties tend to converge on the median voter, which represents the Condorcet winner or those policies that achieve the highest ranking among the population as a whole. Electoral accountability leads the legislature to by and large respond to these views when debating particular policies. As with a legal process, the democratic process gives rights due consideration, but that does not mean all come away satisfied. Many will not, but they may not deserve to do so if they have been unable to convince sufficient fellow citizens that their views and preferences should prevail over those of others.

Legal constitutionalists are apt to observe that democracy is ‘not just majority rule’, while some rights are even ‘anti-democratic’.\footnote{22} Both remarks arise from the fact that a democratic majority might vote to suppress a minority’s rights. However, political constitutionalists retort that to the extent that rights are not privileges of particular groups but the universal entitlements of all individuals, then majority rule actively promotes rights by challenging the domination of the many by the few and improving the likelihood of passing policies that reflect public rather than particular interests.\footnote{23} Historically, the rule of undemocratic minorities has been far more of a danger...
to human rights than that of democratic majorities. Meanwhile, the dangers of a potential ‘tyranny of the majority’ are assuaged by the aforementioned ways in which the electoral process provides regular opportunities for contestation and the need to recruit or accommodate minorities to win or exercise power.

According to the political constitutionalist, the standard features of the normal democratic process possess important constitutional properties. On the one hand, party competition institutionalizes a balance of power between government and opposition, rulers and ruled. On the other hand, it provides an incentive to public reasoning, whereby those who rule or aspire to do so must address the commonly avowable interests of the public. Support for a particular group will need to be justified in public terms: that tax breaks for high earners, say, help the economy as a whole and so benefit the general population, or that special rights for individuals in a given condition or profession can be justified on the basis of principles that apply equally to all or serve some public good. As a result, the dangers of arbitrary rule are diminished.

Of course, precisely these claims are made by legal constitutionalists for the role of courts and rights-based judicial review. Yet, from the political constitutionalist’s perspective these legal mechanisms can be sources of arbitrary power unless they are themselves accountable to the public through some form of democratic process. Otherwise, the risk arises that the judicial determination of rights will simply reflect the views of those groups that have captured the judicial system and have the resources to exploit it. To guard against this possibility, political constitutionalists advocate placing the legal process of rights based judicial review within the democratic process of legislative rights review rather than the other way round, as legal constitutionalists generally propose. Nevertheless, as we saw, some legal constitutionalists accept a weaker version of this reasoning. They see the legal process as ultimately grounded in, and constrained by, exceptional moments of constitutional democratic politics, even if they regard courts as legitimately overseeing the normal democratic politics of legislation. By contrast, political constitutionalists regard even the democratically authorized power of a constitutional court to strike down legislation as offending the ‘right of rights’ of citizens to play an equal part in the determination of their rights.

It might be objected that democracy itself presupposes rights, and that this ‘right of rights’ needs a due democratic process to be judicially protected, even if substantive decisions regarding the content of other rights remain a matter for that process itself. Political constitutionalists retort that the procedural-substantive distinction proves impossible to maintain. Not only are process rights as controversial as substantive rights, but also they are often implicated in most substantive decisions. For example, Habermas claims that ‘a constitutional court guided by a proceduralist understanding of the constitution does not have to draw on its legitimation credit’; it can simply adjudicate on whether democratic decisions respect the ‘logic of argumentation’. Yet, he contends a ‘consistent proceduralist understanding of the constitution relies on the

24 Bellamy, supra note 4, at ch. 6.
25 Waldron, supra note 11.
26 J. Habermas, Between Facts and Norms (1996), at 279.
The intrinsically rational character of a democratic process that grounds the presumption of rational outcomes. This argument makes the test of the rationality and appropriateness of a given democratic procedure whether it produces rational substantive outcomes, thereby undermining the procedural-substantive distinction. As with other rights, political constitutionalists contend that rights related to the democratic process need to be claimed and reformed within existing, normal democratic politics. After all, it was through such mechanisms that workers and women gained the right to vote in the United Kingdom, that forms of proportional representation were introduced in New Zealand and in the UK for regional and European elections, and so on. Those legal constitutionalists who regard a constitutional referendum as necessary to legitimize a constitution likewise recognize the possibility and justification for democracy to pull itself up by its own boot straps, albeit through exceptional constitutional rather than normal politics.

B Independent Judges within a Democratically Dependent Judiciary: A Legislative Bill of Rights and Weak Review

Political constitutionalists support exclusive democratic control and are wary of judicial discretion, but they do not oppose courts per se. They acknowledge that courts play an essential role in ensuring the law is applied impartially and equitably to individual cases. However, they argue that to ensure that this is the case the judicial system cannot be entirely independent from the democratic system. The judicial process and the judiciary themselves need to possess certain democratic qualities, and judicial discretion be constrained by deference to democratic legislation.

The judicial system needs to possess democratic qualities to ensure that access to justice is open equally to all, rather than the preserve of the wealthy or the well placed, and the judiciary do not form a self-selecting caste or an entrenched part of the ruling class, and hence are predisposed to siding with the privileged and powerful against the unprivileged and powerless. To be followable and identified with, the law must in certain crucial respects also be the ‘people’s’ law rather than merely ‘lawyer’s’ law. As a result, the judiciary need to be in touch with the changing social circumstances or mores of those whom their judgments affect if they are not to make arcane, arbitrary, or unreasonable demands of citizens.

Political constitutionalists argue that the legal and judicial system only comes to possess these qualities through being open to social and political pressures towards equality of access and membership. Only then are all likely to be treated as equal under the law. Law must operate within a democratic context, therefore, rather than being isolated entirely from democratic pressures, as legal constitutionalists sometimes propose. Though electing judges would impugn their independence and impartiality, as well as undermine the division of labour between the legislative and judicial branches, political constitutionalists believe the system for selecting judges should be open and politically criticizable should it fail to recruit in ways that are broadly representative of the political community, while judicial decisions must likewise not be isolated from...
public discussion and critique. Such pressures tend to exist even in legal constitutionalist regimes. For example, in the United States they have led Supreme Court decisions broadly to follow sustained, national, majority opinion.\(^{28}\)

So far as judicial discretion is concerned, political constitutionalists contend that recognizing democratic processes as the source of law plays an important role in upholding the rule of law.\(^{29}\) They regard a democratic process as necessary to ensure laws are framed in ways that treat all equitably by judging like cases alike and unalike cases in ways that are relevantly different. As we saw, they maintain that this process encourages elected lawmakers to take into account the various views and interests of citizens in ways that accord them equal respect and concern. Therefore, it is important that court judgments defer to the legislature rather than engaging in constructive interpretations of the legislative implications of constitutional principles. Too much judicial discretion in the application of the law risks appearing arbitrary as to both the source of law, which may then seem to reflect individual whim rather than a recognized public process, and its content, which may fail to give equal consideration to all relevant factors through being limited to those persons and arguments that have legal standing in the case at hand. Again, certain legal constitutionalists accept a soft form of this argument in regarding the constitution as a ‘higher’ law that the people have given themselves via a democratic process that is binding on judges as well as governments and citizens.

None of the above should be taken as suggesting that political constitutionalists do not think that rights are particularly important and merit special consideration or that courts should play no role in their protection. Rather, they believe that the specialness of rights can be indicated by the special way they are treated by politicians rather than through their not being handled by politicians at all, and that courts should be a part of, and ultimately defer to, this special political process. These two conditions can be met by having a legislative process of rights review that is supplemented by ‘weak’ review through the courts.

For example, the UK Human Rights Act (HRA) combines both these elements. Rather than an entrenched Charter above the normal political process, the HRA is an ordinary statute that incorporates the ECHR into domestic law but which can be repealed or amended like any other piece of legislation. The Act established particularly rigorous procedures for ensuring all other legislation takes rights into consideration.\(^{30}\) Under section 19 of the HRA, Ministers must accompany all legislative proposals with a declaration of compatibility with the Act, or if necessary explain why they believe it is justified in not being compatible. These declarations are informed by a scrutiny of the legislation by a special committee of both Houses of Parliament, the Joint Committee on Human Rights (JCHR). The JCHR reports inform subsequent debate on the legislation in Parliament and Explanatory Notes on rights compliance are now published with every government bill. Other jurisdictions


\(^{30}\) Bellamy, supra note 4.
which prioritize parliamentary over judicial scrutiny of rights, such as the Nordic and many former Commonwealth countries, typically adopt similarly rigorous political procedures. At the same time, section 3 of the HRA allows weak review by the courts, whereby they can declare a measure or law incompatible with a bill of rights, at least so far as it applies to a given case, with the final decision on whether to repeal or amend the legislation remaining the prerogative of the democratically elected legislature.

The rationale for weak review follows from the two elements underlying the political constitutionalist case itself: the possibility for reasonable disagreement about rights and the fallibility of any decision about them, and the need for the equal consideration of the views and interests of citizens. Weak review provides for contestatory ‘editorial’ democracy rather than ‘authorial’ democracy. It invites legislatures to think again. That can be justified if a legal challenge reveals inconsistencies between legislative acts, unearths unfortunate consequences not anticipated when framing the legislation, or when certain minorities prove so ‘discreet and isolated’ that their concerns fail to gain a hearing through democratic politics.

The capacity of courts to uncover such problems derives from their focus on individual cases. As a result, they can draw attention to those circumstances when legislation and policies might produce adverse effects for certain categories of persons that legislatures, which cannot explore or anticipate every possibility and are chiefly concerned with general rather than particular considerations, may have overlooked or underestimated. However, political constitutionalists contend that this same feature of courts makes them poorly suited for considering rights in the round and the ways the gains for rights protection overall might need to be balanced against such individual cases. Government action may sometimes curb given rights of certain groups to promote the more equal or fuller enjoyment of the full range of rights by other groups. For example, governments may wish to regulate tobacco advertising, thereby limiting freedom of speech, for reasons of public health, or to constrain freedom of contract and exchange to protect minimum employment standards or to secure certain public goods. The legal and individual focus may unduly narrow the range of moral and other considerations that need to be taken into account, and over-emphasize the danger of government power to rights. Courts may be jurisdictionally constrained from considering, and in any case have less access to, the multifarious concerns of millions of individuals that legislatures need to respond to. Consequently, it remains important for the democratic legitimacy of such judicial opinions that the final word lies with the


legislature. The purpose of such review is to enhance the democratic consideration of rights, not to substitute for it.

While the HRA’s provisions for legislative scrutiny of rights and weak review provide a model of how the judicial and democratic protection of rights might be combined in ways consistent with political constitutionalism, two features of the Act have come in for increasing criticism. These are the obligation of the British courts to take into account the jurisprudence of the EHCtR (section 2(1)) and the fast tracking to the ECtHR of those cases that give rise to a declaration of incompatibility in the domestic courts and find no legislative redress (section 10). I now turn to the issue of whether political constitutionalists must regard IHRCs and IHRCts as falling foul of the four objections.

3 A Global Political Constitution?

The foregoing analysis showed how political constitutionalists believe that the determination of any collective policy on rights must be under the equal control of those to whom they are to apply, at least indirectly via their elected representatives. Courts may play a part in ensuring that all interests have been equally considered, but the final say must rest with the democratic legislature and ultimately the people themselves. To be compatible with political constitutionalism, therefore, IHRCs and IHRCts must be: (1) products of and controlled by an international system of normal democracy grounded in and attuned to the domestic systems of the contracting states; (2) offer international versions of a legislative bill of rights; and (3) only involve the exercise of ‘weak’ review.

Consequently, the fourth, ‘judicial discretion’, objection to IHRCts can only be met by overcoming the first, ‘exclusive democratic control’, objection. Meeting these two objections at the international level would seem to require also meeting the second, global democratic deficit, objection, and the third, constitutional transfer, objection, by creating a global or, in the European and similar cases, regional demos and a corresponding global or regional political and constitutional order, with which all demos merge via a series of referenda. Even supposing such a global democratic system was both feasible and desirable, its establishment would still pose a significant contingent barrier to the democratic legitimacy of IHRCts for the foreseeable future. Yet the feasibility and desirability of such global or regional democratic systems can also be doubted, since they are unlikely to possess the constitutional qualities political and legal constitutionalists associate with democracy.

The political constitutionalist case rests on the democratic process being able to promote the collective interests of those involved in a public and equal way. Unless there is a shared public sphere and reasonably clear lines of authorization and accountability, on the one hand, and a roughly equal stake in the decisions being made and sufficient shared values and cross-cutting cleavages to overcome the problem of persistent
minorities, on the other, neither of these qualities is likely to obtain. A global demos will in all probability be too culturally and socially differentiated for either of these ontological prerequisites for fair democratic decision-making to exist. Moreover, the homogenization needed to overcome these difficulties would itself involve a loss of value in denying those existing peoples, which do possess shared political cultures and histories, the capacity to live according to their various different and not always compatible norms.

Many legal constitutionalists have similar reservations about such schemes. Some legal cosmopolitans have supposed it would be sufficient from a legal constitutionalist perspective to meet the third, constitutional transfer, objection and have a constitutional referendum transferring the requisite authority to an IHRCt. Yet, as the German Federal Constitutional Court’s Maastricht and Lisbon decisions indicate, that would not satisfy all such legal constitutionalist concerns. In these judgments, the Court argued that its legitimacy lay in representing a German demos that is capable of expressing itself through an associated national democratic system. As such, the Court could only hand over that responsibility to the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) in circumstances where the CJEU was similarly responsible to a European demos. Only then would it be appropriate to ask the German people if they were prepared to join such an arrangement. Until that time it might be possible for a state to confer certain competences on an international body, but the responsibility for ensuring it operated legitimately remained with the relevant domestic institutions, not least the German Court itself. Thus, it would appear that for legal as well as political constitutionalists the legitimacy of IHRCts will rest for the foreseeable future on their being placed under the demoï-cratic control of the various demoï that acknowledge their authority, at least indirectly via their democratically authorized and accountable political and legal representatives. It remains to be seen how far, if at all, this can be achieved.

4 International Courts and a Demoïcratic Association of Democratic States

The last two sections indicated that for political and many legal constitutionalists a democratically legitimate system of international human rights protection will need to be subject to on-going democratic political control through the ordinary legislative process. Such control must apply to the content of the IHRC, the running of the legal

---
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40 Ibid., at para. 301. I appreciate these judgments are controversial, and the Court’s bark proved louder than its bite, given that it affirmed the German constitution’s openness to international law. Here it suffices to note that legal constitutionalists could raise this objection. See P. Lindseth, Power and Legitimacy: Reconciling Europe and the Nations State (2010), at 24.

41 For the notion of demoïcracy see Nicolaïdis, ‘European Demoïcracy and its Crisis’, 51 JCMS (2013) 351.
system charged with its interpretation, and to the competences and – in the ultimate instance – to the decisions of the IHRCt. The challenge, addressed in this section, is to see whether that is possible without assuming a regional or global demos and democratic system that might exercise that control.

The first, exclusive democratic control, objection provides a key barrier in this regard. It suggests that the only democratically legitimate international order would be a world of separate and independent democratic states. However, this picture of autarkic democratic states is unrealistic given the current reality of interdependence, a condition on which a great deal of our economic well-being depends. In these circumstances, decisions in one state can have important consequences for those in another state, undermining exclusive democratic control. Creating international regimes, such as IHRCs, is one way to respond to this situation. In certain respects, they involve a weakening of exclusive democratic control. But in other respects, as I shall show, these regimes can be conceived in ways that seek to bolster it and to render it as compatible with an interconnected world as possible.

Three issues might motivate democratic states to establish IHRCs and IHRCts. All three stem from a commitment to upholding the ‘right of rights’ of peoples (and hence of their citizens) to live under democratic regimes. First, states may support such mechanisms as ways of promoting democratization. The move to judicialization generally occurs when hegemonic elites fear their political opponents may overturn their policies.42 The governments of new democracies can rationally see such international commitments as helping to lock in the domestic status quo against their non-democratic opponents. Mature democracies may doubt the utility or legitimacy of such arrangements for themselves but regard them as helpful for less established democracies. Support for this function can be regarded as a corollary of the political constitutionalist belief that rights are best protected through democracy and because of the threat that non-democratic or unstable democratic regimes may pose to democracies.43

Secondly, even if all states are democratic, democratic states have an incentive to ensure that their ability to operate in a democratic manner is not undermined by the decisions of other states, democratic or otherwise. Therefore, they have reason to create institutions to guarantee that democracies treat each other with equal concern and respect.44 Examples include trade negotiations, particularly concerning the exploitation of another country’s natural resources, and the promotion of global public goods such as combating climate change and protecting the environment more generally. These arguments also extend to establishing mechanisms to ensure that trans- and multi-national corporations and organizations respect democratic standards and decision-making.

Both the first and second issues can also be related to protecting the stateless and those seeking entry to democratic states. On the one hand, such persons lack access to the democratic process and, since democratic states are committed to spreading
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democracy, the reasoning underlying the first issue also extends to them. On the other hand, democratic states might fear that unless the burden of admitting them is shared equitably, the democratic quality of certain states could suffer, thereby invoking the second issue. As a result, states have an interest in securing common, democracy-friendly, policies in this area.

Finally, even mature democracies can acknowledge that no democratic process is perfect. So long as the imperfections of any judicial process can also be corrected by a democratic mechanism, then providing a contestatory channel at the international level may allow lessons to be learned from other democracies and certain unfounded parochial biases and prejudices to be challenged.

These three issues can be linked to three criteria for the governance of the international mechanisms that might be established to address them so as to ensure that these in their turn remain consistent with political constitutionalist assumptions.  

First, these courts and the international arrangements of which they form a part must promote and be compatible with the possibility for all individuals to live in legitimate states that possess democratic systems where collective decisions are made in ways that show them equal respect and concern through being under their shared and equal control. Secondly, these international mechanisms should be under the equal control of such states. If the legitimacy of democratic states stems from them offering reasonably effective mechanisms for the identification and equal advancement of the interests of their citizens, then the legitimacy of international systems stems from them doing likewise through being in their turn under the shared and equal control of the signatory states. Thirdly, membership of such international systems should be voluntary. Not all states will have an equal stake in collective arrangements on a given issue, and many will not have equal bargaining power. Voluntary arrangements allow states to tailor their international commitments to the interests of their populations and ideally to negotiate the terms of their adherence accordingly.

The basic institutional model of the international order stemming from these issues and criteria is that of a voluntary and fair association among democratic states. Such an association offers a ‘two level’ political constitution, whereby a political constitution at the international level renders an IHRC and IHRCt subject to the democratic authorization and accountability of the representatives of the contracting democratic states, who are in their turn democratically authorized and accountable to those they represent through a political constitution at the domestic level. A number of recommendations follow from this account as to the competences and scope of judicial review by IHRCts, on the one hand, and the democratic organization of IHRCs, on the other. I shall take each in order below.

With regard to the competences and scope of IHRCts four remarks are in order. First, as Thomas Christiano has noted, this model grounds certain international jus cogens norms concerning the performance of agreements duly made and against slavery, genocide and aggressive war, since these norms are prerequisites of, or internal to,
such an arrangement and the importance it places on the value of consent. Therefore, there can be no problem with IHRCs seeking to uphold such norms unconditionally.

Secondly, a prime focus of such Conventions should be the interactions between states and those who either lack democratic representation or operate outside adequate democratic control, such as refugees and multinational corporations respectively.

Thirdly, if IHRCs are to respect the integrity of the democratic process, particularly in their judgments on domestic legislation and policies, they must be restricted to weak review. Moreover, contestation ought to be limited to cases where domestic political and judicial avenues have been exhausted and only involve those rights that might be considered basic to each citizen within a given polity being able publicly to advance their interests on equal terms to others, though controversy exists as to whether these involve only core civil and political rights or also certain minimum social and economic rights too. Allowance also has to be made for the variety of ways different legal systems may choose to specify a given right and the numerous circumstances that may lead legislatures to limit the scope of one right in order to secure other rights.

Fourthly, given that courts may be as mistaken as legislators, the possibility for a democratic override of an IHRCt judgment must also exist, with such decisions resting with a consensus among the representatives of the democratic governments, who should be ultimately charged with monitoring state compliance with the Court’s rulings. A number of benefits stem from this arrangement. For a start, from the perspective of the democratic state challenging the judgment, this would be a decision of peers. The governments of other democratic states would appreciate the need to attune rights to domestic situations and the adverse reaction an IHRCt decision perceived as insensitive to such considerations and in error might arouse. Yet, that need not mean they would tolerate almost any objection to a ruling that proved inconvenient for the government concerned – quite the contrary. For they would also be fully alive to the dangers of allowing states to renege on their solidaristic obligations and of undermining the Court’s authority through frivolous or self-serving challenges – particularly with regard to democratizing states.

The issue of democratic organization enters here, with three points being pertinent. First, this model is compatible with granting IHRCs a degree of independence from the states that bring them into being so long as the participating states have the right of exit and can determine the competences of these Courts. In other words, the functionaries of the IHRC, such as the judges, may act independently but the system itself must be democratically dependent on the contracting states.

Secondly, the democratic legitimacy of such dependence rests on the agents of the states involved adequately reflecting the views and concerns of the populations they represent. Consequently, signatories to IHRCs should be limited to states that are at least credibly democratizing. The evidence suggests that non-democratic states do not respect the decisions of such bodies in any case – their formal adherence merely serves to give a spurious legitimacy to such regimes. Meanwhile, given the discretion
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executives of even democratic states have been accustomed to enjoy in foreign affairs, it is important to ensure the state officials involved remain accountable for their decisions to the legislature and ultimately the electorate.

Finally, if the system as a whole is to offer equal consideration to the interests of the democratic peoples that it serves, then the signatory states ought to exercise equal control over the IHRC. For example, all states should have an equal vote in decisions regarding changes to the Convention, the selection of judges and instructions as to their working methods, the implementation of the Court’s judgments, the budget, and so on.

How do these arrangements fare against the four objections? With regard to the first, exclusive democratic control, objection, that is met at a base line level by insisting that entry into these arrangements is voluntary and includes a right of exit. Moreover, their purpose and operation are structured around respect for democratic self-government. As we saw, this goal lies behind both the three issues motivating the establishment of this system and the three criteria guiding its competences and organization. In particular, its governance structure does not involve a simple transfer of authority from a domestic to an international actor. Rather, it places domestic actors, who remain democratically accountable to citizens or their representatives, in control on an equal and democratic basis. This structure overcomes the second, global democratic deficit, objection without assuming either a global demos or democracy. Instead, the arrangement is one of a democratic international association of democracies and their demos. This sort of ‘two level’ arrangement has been characterized as deomoicratic.

The fact that the system is an outgrowth of domestic democratic systems reduces the force of the third objection regarding the need for a constitutional transition. There is not so much a transfer of competences as the creation of a jointly controlled mechanism to tackle those common problems that domestic institutions lack the competence to deal with alone. Finally, the fourth objection, of undue judicial discretion, is met through rendering the IHRC systemically dependent on the collective democratic decisions of the contracting states with regard to their competences and, in the last instance, judgments. Judges may be independent but only with respect to weak review.

Clearly, many problems stand in the way of realizing this system, and in practice institutional arrangements may not necessarily always meet the criteria or answer all relevant issues. In particular, there is the problem of asymmetric bargaining between richer and more powerful states and poorer and weaker states, though coalitions among the latter can to some degree counteract the influence of the former. As with all domestic democratic systems, the international deomoicratic system is work in progress, with various groups employing the existing processes to further, and occasionally to hinder, its development. This section has aimed simply at formulating its normative and institutional underpinnings.

5 The Political Constitution of the ECHR

A measure of the plausibility of this approach can be gauged by the significant degree to which the ECHR can be assimilated to it. All signatories must meet certain minimal
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democratic standards. The Court and Convention are overseen by the Council of Europe, the governance structure of which consists of the Committee of Ministers, comprising the Foreign Ministers or their permanent representatives of all 47 member states, along with the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe (PACE). The Committee decides the Council’s budget, negotiates the treaties and conventions governing its competences, and monitors the implementation of Court decisions. PACE, which includes between two and 18 members, depending on population size, from the national parliaments of each of the signatory states, selects the judges – one from each member state – and the Secretary General of the Council from lists supplied by the Committee of Ministers. As a result, there is a degree of legislative oversight of executive action in this area, with PACE also receiving regular reports from and making recommendations to the Committee of Ministers. The danger of overlooking domestic or transnational minorities is also lessened through the involvement of a Congress of Local and Regional Authorities of the Council of Europe, composed of elected members from these bodies within the member states charged with exploring the enhancement of local democracy and, in an advisory role, the International Non-governmental Organizations (INGOs) Conference of the Council of Europe.

Meanwhile, the Court applies a margin of appreciation in making its judgments, especially where no common standard exists across the Council of Europe and it may be necessary to balance rights and other interests, thereby taking account of the diverse ways a right may be specified within different legal systems. Moreover, the Court has generally applied a wider margin when the case involves a choice that has been publically debated by a democratic legislature and where opinions reasonably differ, and narrowed it where a legislature has enacted or re-enacted a measure without due consideration. Its judgments also only apply to the given jurisdiction and do not necessarily serve as precedents for rulings in similar cases in another state, thereby minimizing the ‘one size fits all’ problem. The recent Brighton declaration has proposed formally incorporating both the margin of appreciation and the principle of subsidiarity into the Preamble to the Convention, thereby underlining that the primary duty for the implementation of Convention rights rests with domestic legal and especially political organs. Indeed, it proposes that all parliaments should adopt the enhanced pre-legislative scrutiny procedures currently found in the UK and Nordic countries. In fact, the record suggests that the ECtHR already operates at the margins so far as mature democracies are concerned. For example, since 1966 97 per cent of the cases brought against the UK have been deemed inadmissible, while only 271 out of the 443 cases that were heard were held to involve an infraction – 61 per cent or an average of 6.15 cases per year, less than 2 per cent of all cases brought. Five countries


– Russia, Ukraine, Romania, Turkey, and Italy – currently account for over half the cases brought before the Court, with Russia alone responsible for 27 per cent of them.

These features of the Council of Europe correspond quite closely to the criteria and corresponding recommendations given in the last section for ensuring that an international association of democracies itself meets democratic criteria. Not only is it under the equal control of the representatives of democratic states, but these representatives are not simply from the executive branch. The involvement of parliamentary representatives and, to a lesser extent, representatives from local government and NGOs as well, increases the likelihood that state policies are more democratically representative of domestic interests than is often the case in foreign affairs, including minority interests. As a result, it meets the concerns behind the ‘global democratic deficit’ objection in ways that address at least some of the worries behind the ‘exclusive democratic control’ objection. The ECHR can be regarded in some ways as having the qualities of an international legislative charter of rights, with reports from PACE often leading to changes to the convention or procedures by the Council of Ministers. Last but not least, the ECHR is politically dependent, in being chosen and overseen by a representative body of the contracting states, and is constrained to respect to a high degree their domestic rights enforcing mechanisms. As a result of these two aspects, the force of the judicial discretion objection is also weakened to a considerable extent.

That said, the ECHR system falls down in two key respects. First, notwithstanding the margin of appreciation, strictly speaking the ECtHR does not adopt weak review. Under Article 46 of the Convention its judgments have binding force on the High Contracting Parties, and once a final ruling has been given by a Grand Chamber there are no further grounds of appeal. Still, it does not disapply national laws – they remain in force until the relevant domestic legislature changes them and can only offer a remedy in international not domestic law. To that extent, the ECtHR could be described as applying a ‘soft’ version of strong review. Yet, the system could be adapted to deliver weak review relatively easily. As I noted, the Committee of Ministers is responsible for the implementation of these judgments and can sanction a member for failing to comply and even expel it. However, it would be perfectly possible to allow the Committee to become the final court of appeal as proposed above.

Secondly, hitherto the focus of the ECtHR has been on the issue of domestic compliance with the ECHR. Although the Council of Europe has explored common issues affecting the relations between states, these have been at the margins. That will change with the proposed accession of the EU to the ECHR, which will introduce monitoring of inter-state economic agreements for compliance with human rights. Already, an important difference between the ECtHR and the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) with regard to labour rights suggests ways in which this move might lead to greater equal respect and concern between the states involved for their internal democratic processes. Yet, how far that happens is likely to depend on the degree to which both the Council of Europe and the EU are regarded as being bound by a political rather than a legal constitution.
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6 The Disadvantages of Legal Cosmopolitanism and the Advantages of the Political Constitutional Approach

So far I have simply argued that it is possible to provide a political constitutionalist account of IHRCs that meets the four objections. I have said relatively little about the broader advantages that might derive from a political constitutionalist rather than a cosmopolitan legal constitutionalist perspective that rejected the four objections in the first place. Such a cosmopolitan position can take a number of forms. Here I shall consider a relatively modest version, which avoids controversial ontological and epistemological claims as far as possible. This version might grant that some reasonable disagreement about rights exists, but note that in practice most democracies agree on the broad outlines of at least some basic rights, such as those in the ECHR, and that for pragmatic as much as principled reasons rights-based judicial review of domestic legislation by independent international courts offers a way of correcting for local prejudices, self-interest, or myopia. These pragmatic arguments can be roughly grouped together under the legal norm of ‘nemo iudex in sua causa’. In this section I shall argue that many of these concerns prove misplaced and that weak review within a political constitutionalist structure offers a more effective and coherent approach to rights promotion than strong review by an IHRC cut off from democratic control.

For a start, it can be questioned how far it is applicable to regard a democratic state as being a ‘judge in its own cause’. This position treats a state as a unitary actor, deciding an issue of rights in its own self-interest. However, given that the decisions in question tend not to be about inter-state relations, it seems inappropriate to regard these judgments as challenging the self-interest of states. The exceptions might be policies concerning access to citizenship or entry to and continued residence in a state for asylum seekers or immigrants. These cases are additionally strong given that neither group can influence the relevant domestic legal and political system via the democratic process, while most of the first and many of the second will either be citizens of regimes that are not democratic, or only minimally so, or stateless persons. However, we saw in section 3 that democratic states have incentives to create collective arrangements to deal with such issues that can balance the rights of their citizens against those of aspirant and non-citizens, and ultimately aim to promote democracy among all states. As a result, such arrangements only require weak review. Given that it is mutually advantageous for all the contracting states to a convention to comply with them, this would not be an issue where governments would be likely to regard an IHRC as exceeding its competence.

It is also worth noting that what is perhaps the strongest case for strong review is also the least developed in practice. In the standard cases, which concern purely domestic measures that only affect citizens, the notion of the state being ‘judge in its own cause’ proves harder to sustain. The democratic decision-making process that
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leads to the disputed law involves a large number of different and often opposed actors. Elected executives will have had to gain the assent of representatives in Parliament and indirectly a majority of citizens, while domestic courts will have also held the measure to be acceptable. Moreover, as we have seen, these domestic processes may well have been scrupulous in their attention to rights considerations. There will have been no single actor ‘judging in its own cause’ in this situation. Within most democratic systems, an electoral majority is built on a coalition of diverse groups of voters, with the executive and legislative majority often made up of a shifting coalition of different parties. In many systems, measures have to be approved by two chambers and are subject to review by domestic courts.

It will be objected that nonetheless certain ‘discrete and insular’ or widely dispersed minorities, with little or no bargaining power, might still be consistently ignored by these democratic and legal mechanisms. Those social groups who are likely to form part of the electoral majority and the domestic legal and political elite may suppress these minorities’ individual rights – be it through self-interest, prejudice, myopia, ignorance, carelessness, or plain error. Indeed, one or more of these factors could lead a majority to pay insufficient attention to their own rights in the face of an over zealous, inept, misguided, or corrupt executive, as some commentators have alleged has been the case with excessively restrictive anti-terrorist legislation. In such instances, an IHRCt offers even a well-run domestic legal and political system the benefit of an ‘outsider’s’ perspective. For example, other legal systems may provide instances of policies that challenge the local prejudices and assumptions of the state in question. Through being more disengaged from the circumstances that give rise to a given policy, such bodies can also help guard against precipitate over-reactions to a shocking incident, such as a terrorist bomb or the abduction of a child, and point to the longer term adverse consequences of over-hasty legislation.

Though such reasoning may prove valid in certain circumstances, it is again doubtful that it offers a general case for anything beyond ‘weak review’. Indeed, the drawbacks political constitutionalists note with relying on courts for the defence of rights may be amplified in the case of judicial review by IHRCts, in part for the very reasons that their proponents advance in their defence. For a start, the ‘outsider’s’ view may overlook how the specification of a particular right within a given legal system forms part of a more general approach to rights, that balances different rights considerations and which, taken overall, is reasonable and reflects local circumstances and concerns.59 Ruling on a single case does not allow for all these various factors to be taken into account, and IHRCts are likely to be even less aware of the impact on other rights and moral concerns of citizens than a domestic court. An IHRCt may also be moved to assume ‘one size fits all’ and seek to apply a minimal standard that overlooks substantive differences between different cases and systems.

Distance also exacerbates the potential for the under-protection of rights that can arise when IHRCts are perceived as the key agents of rights protection. Whereas political constitutionalism stresses ex ante rights scrutiny, courts operate ex post.

59 Ibid., at 43–44.
If a higher court comes to be regarded as the prime instrument of rights protection, there is a danger that the subordinate bodies – particularly executives and legislatures – will be less scrupulous themselves and take rights into consideration only to the extent that they believe they may be legally challenged to do so. An IHRCt may exacerbate this tendency by adding to the already high costs in time and money of mounting a legal challenge. Meanwhile, though IHRCts can help dilute the influence of local factions, weakening the effects of their rent seeking and prejudices, they may also give undue weight in their turn to those groups able to organize transnationally. As we noted, states can unjustifiably exclude underprivileged groups, such as refugees or poor migrants. However, certain exclusionary state policies – such as those regulating wages or health and safety – may serve to provide social protection for the more vulnerable within their borders. Yet, those seeking to dismantle exclusions of the latter kind, such as corporations, are likely to have more resources and be better able to mount legal challenges at the international level than those seeking to remove exclusions of the former kind, such as the global poor.\(^60\)

There has been a move recently to enshrine some of these social protections in IHRCs. However, many of these issues are matters of reasonable disagreement within most democracies and closely related to the left-right divide that forms the dominant political cleavage within them. As we noted, courts also have limitations when deciding general issues of public policy and often feel they lack the expertise as well as the legitimacy to do so. All rights are costly and how far any state may be able to meet its rights commitments will be a matter of degree, involving various trade-offs that courts invariably feel reluctant to make. Again, distance can add to the court’s timidity in areas that may entail more rather than less state action. Unsurprisingly, the empirical record suggests the constitutionalization of social rights has little impact \(\textit{per se}\). The key factors are the degree of development of the country concerned and the ability of the underprivileged to organize themselves through unions and parties capable of promoting their interests.\(^61\)

It might be thought that when courts fail to correct an injustice their influence is neutral – they have simply failed to right a wrong. That is not the case. Under strong review they add legitimacy to that wrong and render its righting harder. Courts may also make mistakes, and in doing so commit a double wrong. Not only have the rights of those individuals directly affected by the particular decision been infringed, but so has the right of all citizens to have an equal say in defining their rights. Weak review may commit the first wrong but in escaping the second also makes the rectification of the first easier to effect.

Given that the legitimacy of democratic processes to decide rights issues depends on their providing an adequate means for giving equal consideration to the views and interests of those concerned, it has been argued that even if courts ought not to offer substantive rulings on the nature of rights they do have a role in deeming whether
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democratic procedures meet the appropriate standards for their decisions to have authority. Moreover, the argument for not being judge in one’s own cause appears particularly strong in this case. Those in power will always have an incentive to alter the rules of the game in their favour. The difficulty is that process issues can be as subject to reasonable disagreement as substantive questions. Citizens may agree that procedures should show those involved equal respect and concern, yet disagree as to how best to interpret these requirements. These procedural disagreements will most likely reflect their substantive disagreements. Even when agreement exists on a given understanding of political equality, the institutions most likely to bring it about are difficult to specify and likely to depend on the social circumstances in which they are located. Therefore, it can be hard for courts to offer an impartial or satisfactory decision in such cases, with IHRCs often again hampered by distance and a lack of local knowledge.

Although a human right to democracy is controversial, it might be thought central for political constitutionalists – even the ‘right of rights’ – and so render strong judicial review legitimate. In this area, courts could be said not just to restore the rights of those individuals who have been unjustly excluded from the process but also the rights of all those involved in it, because by ensuring their inclusion a court reinstates the authority of the process as a whole. Yet, the principled and pragmatic objections to strong review remain, given that courts may fail to uphold the democratic rights of citizens or even hamper attempts by the legislature to do so. For example, compare *Buckley v. Valeo*, where the US Supreme Court prevented the legislature limiting campaign finance, to the British Parliament’s considered preparedness to override potential judicial objections to its regulation of political advertising in the Communications Act 2003. Both cases concerned freedom of speech and the appropriate way to secure its promotion. The difference between the Supreme Court’s perspective and that of the UK (and US) legislature was not between a rights-based view and a non-rights-based view, but over which measures best secured this right within a democratic society. Again, the argument points at best to weak review because, while it is important to draw attention to potential individual rights infringements, a court may not offer the most suitable forum for ensuring rights protection remains consistent with equal concern and respect for all citizens. In this case, it could be argued it was precisely because the politicians had an interest in the decision that they appreciated the need for regulation to ensure a roughly level playing field for fair and equal elections.
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Finally, the argument against being judge in one’s own cause is in some respects deployed selectively and ultimately lacks coherence. For it is inescapable that some person or institution will be. After all, superior courts generally claim the competence to decide their own competences. Political constitutionalists argue that to the extent that this is true of domestic democratic legislatures it can at least be justified by the countervailing principle that ‘what touches all should be decided by all’. This doctrine embodies the important epistemic principle that decisions are best made by those with sufficient stake in the matter to decide responsibly. IHRCs by their very nature as outsiders lack that incentive.

7 Conclusion

The upholding of IHRCs by IHRCs has been criticized for lacking democratic legitimacy. Such criticisms have emanated from certain legal constitutionalist regimes, such as the United States and Germany, but have been particularly strong in political constitutionalist regimes, such as the UK. Indeed, a campaign, enjoying cross-party support but championed above all by senior Conservatives within the current government, now proposes that Britain withdraw from all such arrangements. This article has taken these criticisms seriously but has argued that they can be met by regarding IHRCs as forming part of a ‘two level’ political constitution resulting from an association of democratic states. In fact, the ECHR, which has borne the brunt of recent attacks on IHRCs within the UK, largely conforms to this model. This arrangement also renders IHRCs consistent with legal constitutionalism at the domestic level by allowing national constitutional courts to legitimize and control their competences in the name of their respective demos. Finally, limiting IHRCs to weak review, as this system requires, proves not only a more democratically legitimate but also a more effective means of protecting rights than the strong review advocated by a legal cosmopolitan approach.